
HuntSports Deer Blind and Deer Stand 
Window Information

BigDaddy is “excited” about the new 
line of deer stand windows.

Our newly introduced line of deer stand and deer blind 
windows comes as a result of many years of deer stand 
and deer blind manufacturing, designs, development and 
even consulting relationships. This “first-hand” personal 
experience has become a valuable asset. Personal dis-
satisfaction with existing deer blind and stand products 
has been the mother of change and invention. Testing 
ideas over time and under extreme conditions in places 
like the heat of Deep South Texas and the extremes of 
cold and wind in places like Kansas has made BigDaddy 
a sort of “ Maha Rushy” of the deer stand world! BigDaddy realizes that most guys like to “tinker” … and 
“fabricate” … with their own hands. They are sometimes very frugal, and want to save some money .. or at 
least make their wives think they are -- and so it is to that end, that BigDaddy from HuntSports offers this 
latest addition to our deer stand, blind and hunting tower BUILD YOUR OWN PLANS on CD. 

If you want the “best USA sources” for pre-manufactured windows – at the best prices -- we got’em!! .. and 
we have put together the best deals possible … and HuntSports is  always working on more deals thru the 
National Hunting Consortium !  

If you want to “fabricate” your own deer stand windows – OUR DIY ( Do-It-Yourself ) Deer Blind Window Plans 
are the best plans, the most “extensive offering” of this type,  anywhere on the internet !! … and anywhere 

http://www.HuntSports.com


else for that matter! You get the most experience from BigDaddy at HuntSports who has many years in the 
construction and remodeling business as well as over 30 years of hunting the elusive whitetail deer – not elk 
.. not moose … not mule deer .. not turkeys .. not birds .. not ducks … BUT THE MAGNIFICENT WHITETAIL 
DEER!!

MOISTURE BARRIERS AND FLASHINGS  

In the last few years deer blind window installers like HuntSports, WeFixItUSA, ThePolak and others have 
realized the tremendous importance of proper flashing around deer stand and blind windows and shooting 
tower door installations to ensure that water and moisture are properly directed away from the opening. 

“Don’t laugh, but your door can get “froze up” with ice and not open in severe sleet and blowing snow 
weather and other extreme conditions like those up in the north country or in places like Kansas and 
Nebraska” -BigDaddy from HuntSports.
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Here are the steps that we generally follow: We call our theory of using good flashing, “Raindrops Keep 
Falling” .. In other words, we visualize how moisture will run down the surfaces .. we try to insure 
that the "raindrop" will always be directed away from the framing and sheathing of the deer stand, 
or blind structure. If you decide to use a "tyvec" deer stand wrap, look for complete instructions below.

A Deer Stand, Shooting House or Deer Blind “Wrap”... can be as well done as a heat bonded polyethylene 
wrap product that is installed under the cladding of a blind, stand or other structure - or as simple as Tyvek 
House wrap from Home depot. Your blinds cladding, whether it is wood siding, plywood, hardi-backer or 
vinyl - WILL LEAL! ... and just like in home construction - this added barrier makes your deer stand more 
weather resistant over the long term. This “shooting house” or deer blind “wrap” is an important construction 
product for any blind or stand ... consider some of the benefits of using a deer stand or blind “wrap” on your 
stand.

Provides a weather-resistant barrier for your deer • 
stand / blind. 
It reduces energy loss and subsequently warmer in • 
winter ( deer season )  
Protects the frame and walls of your deer stand / • 
blind / shooting house from water that may be driven 
in by wind and rain,
Moisture causes mildew, mold, fungus and rot - not • 
to mention a home for bugs.
Engineered Polyethylene wrap, while not letting • 
water in, allows moisture from within your blind to 
escape. 

Deer Blind, Shooter House “wrap” - Basic Installation Steps: 
Select a Starting Point. The starting point should be by a corner and at the bottom of your blind / stand; • 
Start one to two feet before the corner.
Staple the beginning of the roll of wrap with staples or button nails. Insert a staple every foot to every • 
foot and a half.
Continue unrolling and stapling (or nailing) the product around the corner and along the wall, always • 
maintaining plumb. Cover any openings as you go.  
Once you have gone completely around the blind / stand and have come back to your starting point • 
overlap the corner with 2 or 3 feet of wrap.
Start a new row of blind wrap above the finished one. This second layer should shingle over or "overlap" • 
the first row of wrap; 
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Cover all of the exterior walls of your stand / blind with the wrap, from bottom to top, covering over the • 
openings for windows and doors as you go.
Tape any and all seams with the tape that the manufacturer provides or suggests with their product.• 
Cut out the deer stand door and window openings. Rather than cutting a simple X, cut a Y shape from • 
the top to the middle and a upside down Y from the middle to the bottom. Wrap these flaps through the 
window to the inside and tape.  

Footnote: Each manufacturer will have their own set of instructions for their product. For best results, and so 
as not to void any warranties, follow the manufacturer’s instructions.

Some of the housewrap products that are on the market today include - DuPont StuccoWrap, Enkabarrier, 
GreenGuard RainDrop, Home Slicker Plus Typar, Tyvek HomeWrap and Valéron Vortec Drainage Barrier. Check 
with you local Home Center for others.
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BigDaddy from HuntSports is adamant when he says – ‘Your deer stand , blind or tower windows are 
one of the most critical factors in the fabrication and construction of your deer stand, deer blind, or 
shooting tower stand’…. 

The Deer Stand/Blind Window - for the purposes of our projects will be defined as a framework of some 
material, and that material could be wood, plastic, or metal and that “window” will normally contain a glass, 
plastic or wooden “window-pane” .. or series of “panes” and is normally either built into a deer stand wall or 
attached to the outside or inside of a stand wall to admit light, and air .. but most importantly it allows the 
hunter to have a panoramic view or wide field of visibility out of the deer blind sides or back; These 
deer stand window units are normally capable of being opened for the purpose of shooting - as with a rifle 
or bow, muzzle loader or cross-bow, long gun or long bow .. GOT THE PICTURE? 

Secondly, when considering the placement of your 
windows , please think about other factors that can 
become “more important than you can realize” … be 
sure you consider things like your size, height, age, 
agility etc. and other factors most often overlooked. 
I’m talking about things like being in a tower stand 
and spotting that B&C “bruiser” … and    “leaning 
forward” from a chair or seated position … things like 
-- shooting from the blind window … WITH A RIFLE or 
BOW.  Always consider whether you are in a ground 
blind,  short elevated type blind, or an extremely tall 
tower blind .. THINK ABOUT THINGS LIKE  “height 
and comfort at your best shooting positions” .. they 
can become very important. REMEMBER THIS ONE 
FACT - you will see more deer and more wildlife than 
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you have ever seen on your hunting property! – 
be prepared and be comfortable, because  “clear 
headedness” is real important! 

I have video proof on several occasions – if shots 
and shooting habits are handled correctly, the buck 
you shoot nor the deer around him will know where 
the bullets are coming from when shooting from a 
high tower. I have seen instances where four (4) 
shots were made before a big buck was taken down 
– all because the buck ran toward the tower not 
knowing where shots were coming from. 

BigDaddy Tells This Story – ‘I once shot NINE 
(9) times at a buck in South Texas from one of my 
tower stands in windy conditions, and the buck 
was at about 200 yards .. bullets drifted more than 
anticipated in the “cross-wind” and he may have “sensed” something was wrong .. but he never quite figured 
it out until he was “dropping to the ground” … and then it was too late’!   

What I have discovered as I have gotten up in years is that 
there are numerous “tasks”  of a quality deer stand or deer blind 
window. Sure it needs to allow for “good visibility from all sides” 
.. and it should provide a degree of “stealth” concealment for 
the hunter  inside the stand from being “skylighted” etc. - and 
sometimes most importantly - keep out those brutally cold 
high winds, or freezing drizzle, heavy rains and blowing snow 
.. you might experience if you hunt in other places than South 
Texas!  Most deer blinds and stands in the “old days” had open 
window-like  “cut-outs” or oblong slits cut into the sides of the 
box stand, so that a deer hunter would be able to view what’s 
happening outside without revealing themselves or their position 
.. but as we have all discovered hunting in places like South 
Texas .. those yellow jackets, big bees, insects and other pests 

that enter this open “hole” that some people call a window .. not only disrupt a hunter’s concentration, but 
they will spur movements and contortions as you “swat at them” .. and prematurely “vacate a stand” in a big 
hurry!  And, as in the case of a swarm of bees or yellow-jackets .. I have known hunters over the years that 
had a perfectly good hunting opportunity ruined because of bug bites and bee stings. 
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YOUR BEST SOLUTIONS - Build YOUR OWN 
DEER STAND Windows and Complete BLINDS from 
HuntSports DIY PLANS AND KITS … 

BUILD YOUR OWN DEER STAND WINDOWS from 
Hunt Sports Plans 
We also sell complete sets of Four (4) Windows. If 
interested CLICK HERE 

Sliding window installation kits (this can be bought 
from HuntSports On-Line Store ) 

Basic list of required materials and possible tools
 

r  Sponges or Rags
r	Waterproofing Caulk or Sealant
r	Camouflage Color Spray Paints (your choice)
r	Carpenters Pencil / Sharpie Fine Point         

Marker 
r	Several sizes of Screwdrivers 
r	Masking tape 
r	Tape measure 
r	Cordless Drill - screw tips, drill bits, 

countersink bit etc.
r	Work Gloves
r	Metal Flashing Materials as desired; 
r	Cutting shears as appropriate. 

NOTE: It is important to accurately measure and properly 
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“mark” your deer blind / stand walls  for every 
window you are planning to install; Accurate 
measurements ensure that your deer stand / 
blind windows fit properly, or are installed at the 
correct height for maximum visibility and ease of 
operation for your shooting technique or style. 

BigDaddy says - “make sure” you sit in a chair 
(preferably the one you will use), dry fire your 
rifle and have someone measure your normal 
shooting height of the rifles “forearm” for resting 
on the bottom ledge, shooting shelf, or sill of the 
window. This will give you a “comfortable and 
steady rest” for best shooting at longer distances.  
NOTE: Take all measurements from inside your 
deer blind / stand. Since your new HuntSports 
Deer Stand Windows will be used either for inside-wall , outside-wall or IN WALL installations - you really 
need to take proper measurements and precautions prior to all cutting of openings – Sit Inside and View 
the style of your proposed deer stand Window in your “minds-eye” .. and then .. measure the unit and then  
“double measure” all the dimensions – all the way to the inside corners, and the outside frames ..  on the 
left ..  and on the right, top and bottom .. and mark clearly and “double-check yet again” before cutting 
openings;  

Installing Your New Deer Stand / Blind Windows 
 
REMEMBER - Poorly installed or adjusted windows are difficult to operate, a pain to get comfortable at if the 
height is wrong - so take your time, measuring, marking and installing and adjusting your new windows.

Instructions

Take all measurements ( inner / outer frame ) of your HuntSports deer blind windows... the ones you have 
made / fabricated , or purchased - You will use one technique of installation  if you have built your own using 
a 2X2 wooden frame, a composite frame, or a hollow plastic frame fabrication method - and a little different 
install if you have purchased the industry standard “flanged frame” aluminum or vinyl “pre-made” units.

Please “review” your installation instructions carefully. Study all your options before cutting or trying to install 
etc.
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REMEMBER THESE FACTS: 

Screen Only Type Windows -   will provide you with ventilation but lack protection from rain, cold winds, 
etc.; 

Glass windows - will protect you from outside elements, but will also stop all  ventilation; They might give 
away your position because of reflections of sunlight and glare; Spray paint the frame of your sliding window 
with camo colors of your deer blind in order to “break-up” straight lines and angles;

Plexiglas By-Pass Style Windows - will protect you from outside elements, and also allow you to easily 
manipulate the units for best ventilation; If using an “inverted or slightly  angled window you will not give 
away your position because of reflections of sunlight and glare; Spray paint the frames of your by-pass 
sliding windows with camo colors of your deer blind in order to “break-up” straight lines and angles;
 
Follow all HuntSports instructions on how to install your HuntSports sliding window units and  DIY kits; 
They are usually included with your deer stand window packaging; Usually, these windows will come 
pre-assembled and ready for you to install; Do not make the mistake of dis-assembling them before the 
installation; 

You should first align the window frame and do all measurements and “markings” on the walls 
of your deer blind. Make certain of your particular installation style? – 
inside or outside mounting? .. things like that.

Secure the window unit frame with screws thru your “pre-marked” .. and 
“pre-drilled” window frame unit frames; 

Attach the glass, plexi or lexan – whichever you are using ... and voila! 
You are done with your sliding window installation! 

Tips and Warnings from BigDaddy and WeFixItUSA 

For safety reasons, always wear work gloves, eye protection etc.; It will 
not only protect you from wood or metal splinters, other injuries, etc.; 
 
When drilling holes, take note that the circumference of the holes you 
drill should be a little smaller than your screws. Always use a counter-
sink on wood frames, this assures that you will have a snug and secure 
fit;
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DEER STANDS , BLINDS, GROUND BLINDS, TOWER STANDS and FLASHING  PROBLEMS
 
Flashing is one of the most critical details in the construction and finishing of your deer stand project. If 
flashings are improperly installed or if no forethought is placed in it's details you can live to regret it! 

FLASHINGS ... the components that keep water from entering joints between dissimilar building materials 
or other joints and component locations subject to water penetration. Flashing comes in many different 
shapes and sizes and is made of a number of 
different materials.  Aluminum, galvanized metal, 
plastic, rubberized asphalt, butyl rubber and 
other specialty components are supposed to be 
installed in a manner that will prevent water from 
entering the deer stand or ground blind structure. 
Just try to envision it this way - water usually runs 
"downhill" ... so think about where it will run and 
what "damages" it will cause.  

A large percentage of Deer Stand construction 
problems are water issues that can usually be traced back to the omission of --- or the lack of thought 
behind --- or the incorrect installation of roof flashings, window flashings and wall and corner flashings.  
Most deer stands that i have seen with roof leaks and almost all wall leaks are directly related to 
flashing problems related to improper installation, or lack of installation; There are no   deer stand and 
blind "building codes";
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BigDaddy at HuntSports says it this way --- most folks that sell you those "so-called" complete deer 
stand BUILD IT YOURSELF PLANS ... think that "flashing" is something you do at a football game when 
you are drunk! We are providing all kinds of documents and PDF Files that outline all kinds and types 
of metal flashing for your consideration. I hope they will help you to understand how flashing works and 
where it belongs. If you need help , email BigDaddy@HuntSports.com with your questions.

There should be a metal type flashing installed 
above the piece of trim that spans horizontally over 
the window, or over the window top stile or cross-
bar.  Flashing properly installed in this location will 
help prevent water run off from the roof directly 
above the window from entering behind the window 
stiles / crossrails and creating a leak into the wall 
cavity; During winter weather this can be invaluable 
in keeping windows from "freezing up" because of 
frozen water;  
Your applications of roof to sidewall flashings will 
determine dryness and longevity of the siding; 
Preventing leaks that will cause wood rot, probably 
interior plywood rot, staining and possibly other 
issues such as mold growth, bugs etc. 

Another example of what will happen when flashing 
is not installed below a door / threshold  that is subject 
to wind driven rains -- like in deer stands and towers 
-- flashings at exterior doors and considerations for 
proper threshold flashings, or door thresholds is  
always a good idea. While BigDaddy contends, it is 
very uncommon to find threshold flashings installed on deer blinds - water penetrations, wood rot and 
damages at deer stand doors is a most common problem !! Think about it !! 
Another consideration is the deer blind roofing method. The most common is to use the standard 
method of roofing shingle installation - mainly because of cost savings and ease of finding at any Home 
Store; Make sure that you take a few minutes to consider how the underlayment is installed and always 
use a metal drip edge. The underlayment should be installed on top of the drip edge at the downhill 
side of the deer blind roof. Always try to install your starter course in accordance with manufacturer 
installation recommendations ( these are easy to find on line ); The lower tabs of the shingles should be 
removed from the starter course.  This allows the sealant on the shingle to provide a tight seal right at 
the edge of the roof and helps to prevent leaks from occurring.
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BigDaddy's TOP 5 LIST of the most common mistakes with deer blind and deer stand roofing 
installations:                              

1. Leaving out the starter strips and drip edge flashings; 

2. Not keeping shingles aligned properly; Not overhanging shingles at eaves;  

3. Improper nailing of shingles; or the use of tar in shingle installations; 

4. Neglecting to keep shingles in a straight line; & Using only 3 nails per shingle; 

5. No Ice and water shielding; or no felt on the roofing deck; on a low pitched roof;

Above: Enlarged View of Roofing Shingle
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PLEXIGLASS / LEXAN DEER BLIND WIDOWS
GENERAL GUIDELINES DIY MODELS

General Specifications; Work Outlines; Tools required; 
Safety glasses / Measuring  Rule / Tape / Nails, screwdriver, and drill / Paint / brush (optional) 

Instructions - Difficulty Level - Easy

NOTE: It is important to accurately measure and properly 
“mark” your deer blind / stand walls  for every window you 
are planning to install; Accurate measurements ensure 
that your deer stand / blind windows fit properly, or are 
installed at the correct height for maximum visibility and 
ease of operation for your shooting technique or style. 

NOTE: Take all measurements from inside your deer blind / stand. 
Since your new HuntSports Deer Stand Windows will be used either for 
inside-wall , outside-wall or IN WALL installations - you really need to take 
proper measurements and precautions prior to all cutting of openings – 
Sit Inside and View the style of your proposed deer stand Window in your 
“minds-eye” .. and then .. measure the unit and then  “double measure” all 
the dimensions – all the way to the inside corners, and the outside frames 
..  on the left ..  and on the right, top and bottom .. and mark clearly and 
“double-check yet again” before cutting openings;  

Keep in mind that the general deer blind window frame 
assembly will be “like a picture frame” and the equipment required to make this frame will be general 
carpentry tools and equipment; 

The following takes you through the general process of making the basic deer blind window frame (By-
Pass) DIY HuntSports Type window frame -  using general and common construction tools such as a table 
saw, skill saw, router, and a nailer, screwgun or other tools; 

The basic deer blind / stand window frame we will use in this “example” (YOURS ARE DETERMINED BY 
YOU) is without any measurements and can be made from 2X2 yellow pine, 2X2 Oak, 2x2 construction 
grade fir, 2X2 composite deck materials, standard deck balluster materials in composites or redwoods and 
note that dimensions may vary; We will outline how to make your own deer blind window frame assembly;

Step # 1
Determine the desired window frame dimensions. Remember to use your desired inside finished window 
opening (inside to inside) and in considerations of rifles with scopes, bow hunting equipment etc. as your 
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guide to determine all the finished dimensions. AND REMEMBER that 
some “track systems” may be surface mounted and some inset; Just start 
by thinking it through, making “sketches” on a note pad etc. 

Step #2
Choose your window frame materials or type of lumber for your frame; This 
material can be obtained at your local Home Depot, Lowes or other local 
hardware or big box stores or home improvement centers; 2X2 yellow 
pine, 2X2 Oak, 2x2 construction grade fir, 2X2 composite deck materials, 
standard deck balluster materials in composites or redwoods or other 
materials; Note that dimensions may vary from type to type; Once you 
have decided, make sure that all pieces are identical in measurements. 

Step #3
Measure the overall width of your chosen deer window frame materials 
and multiply this number by 2 ( top / bottom legs ); Measure the overall 
height of your chosen deer window frame materials and multiply this 
number by 2 (left / right legs); Multiply this by 4 ( normal number of deer 
stand windows; Most wood material is sold by the foot and always figure 
a few extra feet of window frame material in case of cutting errors.

NOTE: In the use of STANDARD DECK BALLUSTER MATERIALS - they normally only come in 32” L 
lengths; Some 36” and some at 42” overall; You must plan and decide all your overall cuts accordingly; 
DO NOT PIECE TOGETHER THE LEGS UNLESS YOU ARE A PROFESSIONAL WOODWOKER AND 
YOU USE PROPER JOINING TECHNIQUES; 

Step # 4
Use a handsaw, skillsaw, table saw etc. to cut the frame materials into four pieces, one for each side of 
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the window frame. Each piece should measure the desired 
length of the side plus twice the width of the wood ( in case of 
mitre corners only ) OTHERWISE NOT NECESSARY SEE 
PICTURES.

Step #5
Only in case of mitred corners - Use a mitre box or chopsaw / 
table saw to cut the end of each piece to a 45-degree angle - 
BE SURE TO REMEMBER ALL PROPER MOUNTING AND 
FINISHING ANGLES.

OTHERWISE NORMALLY - Using your table saw, skillsaw 
etc. cut pieces from the stock in the 
proper lengths as “pre-determined” by 
you; I suggest you draw out a diagram 
of all the finished dimensions for your 
completed  window frames; Now that 
we have cut the pieces for the frame 
height and length etc. you can ( if 
desired ) chose the profile bit desired 
(see below) and route the inside / 
outside edges as desired; There are 
many different styles to choose from 
to suit individual tastes; 

Step # 6
Lay the cut window frame pieces out 
onto a flat work surface and arrange 
them so that they form a frame. 

Step #7
(Normal Corners) Use wood glue (if 
wood) or appropriate glue if other 
materials; Once you layout the frame 
and “mark locations for screws to join frame pieces 
etc. you will “pre-drill” all pieces of the window frame to 
prevent splitting of wood or composites; Apply the glue, 
press the pieces together, and hold the pieces in place 
while you add the screws as necessary; Set aside and 
let dry; or NOT. 
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(Mitred Corners) Use wood glue and corner clamps or other types of clamps to join the corner sections of 
the frame. Apply the wood glue along the cut edges, press the pieces together, and hold the pieces in place 
with a corner clamp. Glue and clamp all four corners. 

Wedged frames - the miters are routed out with a special machine. This makes the joining of wood or 
composite frames as easy as joining metal frames. You glue the corners and insert a plastic wedge into the 
prerouted slots, and simply adjust the corners until they are aligned. When the glue sets, your frame is ready 
to be used. This option is up to you;

Standard frame (mitre) joining uses a wedge that is inserted into the bottom of the frames (same as the 
wedge option above). This system makes a strong joint and leaves no nail holes showing. (not important on 
deer stand windows) 

Spline joining (Mitred frame) is another joining method. You glue each corner using clamps, then cut slots 
and insert matching or contrasting wood splines. Because the spline joint offers a larger glue area, the joint 
becomes very strong;  

Step # 8
Lay the “joined” window frame out onto a flat work surface and mark and “pre-drill” the frame where desired 
for attachment to deer blind or stand wall; Install the proper WINDOW TRACK AS YOU WANT FOR YOUR 
WINDOWS - see track info pages  below

Step # 9
Lay the “joined” window frame out onto each wall of the deer blind and mark the perimeter frame AND 
INSIDE PERIMETER OF FRAMES with a carpenters pencil so that you can “see” what and where they will 
be located on deer stand walls; 

Step # 10 
“pre-drill” a small hole in each corner of the “inside 
corner mark” of your drawing and then go to inside 
of stand and using a level or straight edge, mark the 
inside wall areas of blind.

Step # 11 
STOP LOOK LISTEN ... in other words just like you 
do at a railroad crossing ... don’t get excited and give 
it the gas .. now you stop and look! Study where the 
widow is located in relationship to where you will be 
sitting? shooting? Height of gun from floor etc. ? 

Proceed ... or adjust as needed.
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Step # 12 
CUT OUT THE “inside” line of the deer stand wall where your 
markings are located. 

REMEMBER THE FOLLOWING: Probably the best way would be 
with a Sawzall or reciprocating saw; A hand held jigsaw will work 
also; (Remember to drill a hole to start your cuts at corners) 

If you don’t mind putting forth a little elbow grease, you can get 
much nicer edges with hand saws. A traditional Japanese dozuki 
saw would make quick work of this, and because you can readily 
vary the pressure, speed and angle of your cut, you should be able 
to cut cleanly, without splintering, which is hard to do with power 
tools

If you are a tough guy, or an experienced carpenter type, drill your 
four holes and drop lines as discussed; Take your circular saw ( I 
am not saying to do it this way UNLESS YOU KNOW WHAT YOU 
ARE DOING ) and plunge cut it into the line. You know how not to 
torque it so it won’t kick back; And your saw has a very good  and 
sharp blade.

Plunge-cutting is very “clean” and is not that hard to do if you are 
accustomed to using a circular saw; The ends of the cuts, near the 
holes, are going to have to be finished with a hand saw. 

Make sure to wear goggles because if you buy cheap blades they 
fly pretty far pretty fast when they break and there is a chance of 
one catching an eye.
 
Step # 13 
DETERMINE WHAT TYPE (if any) OF WINDOW FLASHINGS 
YOU WANT and Install the window frames and flashings (if any) 
SEE PICTURES 

A. Remember  - at this stage is where you add a Window flashing material either at top side of 
window; OR installed around window; The flashing should be one that is designed to prevent water 
from entering between gaps in adjoining surfaces, or preventing water from “dripping down” onto 
windows, or preventing Wind-driven rain or snow from entering those  small spaces at corners, or left 
between the frame, or casing, of a window and the siding, or trim, of the deer blind, stand or shooting 
tower.
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B. Remember - a WINDOW FLASHING ON A 
DEERSTAND is many times a very “muti-functional” 
item; I use it regularly for purposes of water run-
off , but more importantly as a “sun-shield” to cast 
shadows - therefore you sometimes make them 
rather deep; (SEE PICTURES)   

C. Remember - A lack of properly installed window 
flashing can lead to water infiltration to the inner 
walls of your deer blind / stand and will cause wood 
rot, decay and structural damage, insect infestation 
an d other problems in years to come; BigDaddy always remembers what his parents and teachers 
used to say - ‘an ounce of prevention - is worth a pound of cure’ ... remember?? 

Proper installation of window flashing requires that a total barrier be formed between the window and the 
siding. Dirty areas should be cleaned and dried and any old caulking should be removed with a putty knife; A 
bead of sealant is often added along the window edge as an extra measure of protection against unwanted 
moisture. 

BigDaddy STRONGLY RECOMMENDS YOU TAKE A FEW MINUTES AND WATCH THIS SHORT VIDEO. 
IT IS RELATED TO HOME WINDOW INSTALLATIONS AND USE OF HOUSE WRPA AND RUBBERIZED 
WINDOW SEALING  PRODUCTS  FROM A DENVER COLORADO COMPANY - CALLED “Protecto Wrap” 
... they manufacture waterproofing membranes including crack suppression, anti fracture, roofing, sheet 
waterproofing membranes and more ... and they have been doing it since 1952. They have built a reputation 
for producing the highest quality membrane waterproofing systems available on the market today,  for 
almost any job specification you can imagine - floor, 
tile and roof underlayments, window and roof flashing 
as well as others; Their product line includes floor, and 
roof underlayments, housewrap, self adhering flashing 
tape, sheet waterproofing, window and roof flashing 
tape, vapor barriers, moisture barriers, building wrap 
and more. 
PLEASE TAKE TIME TO VISIT AND VIEW ---  
http://www.protectowrap.com/installation.php

Step # 14 

Install your windows as necessary; Trim all wraps, 
selaer tape etc as may be necessary; CAULKING AS 
MAY BE NEEDED. 
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Step # 15 
DETERMINE ALL OTHER FINISHING STEPS FROM HERE ... such as when you will install the “plexiglass” 
into actual window frames? - before OR AFTER PAINTING DEER STAND? BEFORE OR AFTER SET UP 
IN THE FIELD - depending on time, distance and travel factors etc.  Decide on the Finished “Look” of your 
Deer Stand, Blind or Shooting Tower Stand? Are you going to be painting? Installing a MIRROR FINNISH 
ACRYLIC OR PLASTIC? 
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Notes on Framing: Stud pattern to be determined by stand builder.

Reviewing conventional (stick-build framing) house walls and their inner wooden framework will help a lot 
more than you realize, when it comes to building sme deer blinds and stands. Just keep in mind some of 
the “basics” and youwill begin to see what I mean.

the framework and framing for a normal 4’ x4’, 4’ x 6’ or even a 4’ x 8’ Hunting Box Blind may not need 
to be anywhere as strong as that of a house, but it will need to support your roof, the windows and door. 
Some “SHOOTING HOUSES”, Deer Blinds, Box Blinds, Box Blinds and Deer Stands that are utilized in 
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extremely cold climates may be advantageous in full 2x4 stud framing so that insulationmay be used. I will 
tell you from personal experience that proper pre-planning and a little forethought can make a world of dif-
ference.

Whenever I m considering the common construction techniques for a deer stand... the VERY FIRST 
THING I want to consider is WHERE THE BLIND WILL BE USED... AND HOW IT WILL BE USED... A 
good example of “things to consider” would be as follows:

Am I going to build unit and haul out on a utility trailer?... or PickUp? • 

Am I gong to be alone or have help? • 

Is the unit gong to be mounted on a base or tower? • 

Am I better off fabricating the unit as separate panels and construct on site? • 

Can I utilize 2x2’s instead of 2x4’s? Use Foam Panels for insulation?• 

HuntSports Deer Blind and Deer Stand 
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Common Terminology For Standard Construction “stick framing” is as follows with NOTES ON 
RECOMMENDED DEER STAND, TOWER STAND BOX, GROUND BLIND or other such fabrication:

Deer Stands and Blinds – Wood Framing Types 
Glossary of Terms & Definitions

Bottom Plate
The bottom, horizontal structural member of a stud framed wall. The bottom plate sets on the subfloor, nails 
through the subfloor into floor joists. 

Bridging
Small pieces of wood or metal strapping placed in an X-pattern between the floor joists at midspan to 
prevent the joists from twisting and squeaking. 

Cap Plate
The upper top plate.

Compound Miter
A miter (angle) cut with the saw blade sloped at a specified angle (i.e. 22°, 45°). 

Corner Braces
Diagonal braces placed at the corners of framed walls to stiffen them and provide extra strength. 

Corner Post
The wall stud and spacer blocks that create an interior nailing surface for drywall at a framed corner.
 
Cripple Stud
Short studs placed between the header and a top plate or between a sill and sole plate. 

Crown
The upward bow, curve or rise along the length of a board. Deck boards are set on end with the crown up. 
Over time, the crown will sag and the board will straighten. 
Decking 
Usually referring to outside projects, the lumber that forms the floor surface. Decking fastens directly over 
the floor joists. 

Fascia
The visible flat front board that caps the rafter tail ends and fly rafter edges. 

Floor Joists
The main subfloor framing members that support the floor span. Joist are usually made of engineered wood 

HuntSports Deer Blind and Deer Stand 
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I-beams or 2x8 (or larger) lumber.
 
Fly Rafters
The end rafters that form the outside edge of the roof’s rake (overhang).
 
Header
A beam placed perpendicular to wall studs above doors, windows or other openings to carry the weight of 
structural loads.
 
Joist
Parallel framing member installed horizontally to support floor and ceiling loads.
 
Joist Hangers
Metal brackets designed to hold joist ends. Using hangers is usually faster and easier than toenailing 
joists. 

Miter
An angled cut, usually 45°. Unlike a compound miter cut, the saw blade remains straight at 0°.
 
On Center (O.C.)
The term used to define the measured spacing between studs, joists, rafters, etc. O.C. measurements are 
taken from the center of one member to the center of the adjoining member. 

Penny
A term applied to nails that originally meant the price per hundred. Today, it indicates nail length and is 
abbreviated with the letter “d,” the English sign for one cent. 

Plumb
The term used to define a vertical element that is perfectly perpendicular to a level surface above or 
below. 

Plywood
A piece of wood made of three or more layers of wood veneer laminated together with glue.
 
Pitch
The angle of the roof slope, measured as “X” inches per 12” (x/12). Roof pitches commonly range from 4/12 
to 8/12. To calculate a roof’s pitch, place a carpenter’s level positioned level on roof line, measure out 12” 
on the level, from that 12” point measure down to the roof line. This figure (i.e. 4” to 8”) is the first number 
of the pitch. 

Rough Opening
The framed-in opening, slightly larger than the actual window/door, that replaces wall studs to support the 
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structure and accommodate a window/door. 

Sheathing
The structural covering applied over studs, rafters or roof trusses. 

Sill
The piece of structural wood forming the lower side of a window opening. 

Soffit
The underside board of eaves and rakes. Soffits are often vented to draw air into the attic.
 
Sole Plate
The bottom horizontal structural member of a stud framed wall. 

Spacer Blocks
Short 2x4 or 2x6 blocks nailed to corner studs. A wall stud is nailed to the spacers that creates a new nailing 
surface. 

Span
The distance between the structural supports in floors, ceilings and roofs. 

Stick-Building 
Assembling framing one member at a time on the job site, instead of raising prefabricating walls or trusses 
as a unit. 

Stud
A 2x4 or 2x6 vertical framing member used to construct walls and partitions. 

Subfloor
Boards or plywood installed over joists on which the finish floor is laid. 

Tack
A temporary nailer. An object it “tacked” into place to assist in positioning, measuring, handling, etc.
 
Toenailing
Starting a nail at an angle or slant in one framing member and driving it through into a second (usually 
perpendicular) framing piece. 

Top Plate
The top horizontal framing members of a framed wall.
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HuntSports “Sun Ray” DBST Style Windows
DEER BLIND/DEER STAND/HUNTING TOWER WINDOWS – Aluminum 

HuntSports offers numerous styles of fabricated deer stand and blind windows to fit every possible need and 
all price-points. Every style has its advantages and benefits. The Sun Ray DBST aluminum window line has 
several available styles for best fit, function and  personal “hunting style” preferences and  applications; 

All SunRay DBST “Wildlife Viewing Ports”  ( aluminum windows )  are manufactured out of extruded aluminum 
frames with 1/8” glass, as standard; Simplicity is the key:

DBST-BSW ( basic style ) which is a swing sash window; It is an extruded 
aluminum frame unit that operates exactly as described- it swings up and 
out of place; Unit still gives access to the entire opening; This style unit 
and the DBST-B window is great for keeping  all unwanted bugs, wasps, 
bees, flies and other pests out of your deer stand or tower blind while you 
are away; Units come with customized weather stripping on the inside of 
window; DBST-B units mount flush with the inside of the deer blind wall; 

DBST-HDST2IM ( slider style ) INSIDE MOUNT  -  This style 
is the best known because it is a common “slider-style” ( you 
know – left to right & right to left ) .. but these are air tight and 
keep out the cold air, water and snow … and “quietly” open 
when getting  ready to take that shot! These are our heavy 
duty deer blind and tower stand windows – the most common 
of designs and the horizontal “double slider”   mounts from the 
inside of the blind;  This window unit will not leak and has an optional camouflage  ( green or brown ) screen 
that will fit on the inside or the outside of the DBST-HDST2 window; 

DBST-HDST2OM ( slider style ) OUTSIDE MOUNTED  -  
This style is the best known because it is a common “slider-
style” ( you know – left to right & right to left ) .. but these are 
air tight and keep out the cold air, water and snow … and 
“quietly” open when getting  ready to take that shot! These 
are our heavy duty deer blind and tower stand windows – 
the most common of designs and the horizontal “double 
slider”   mounts from the outside of the blind;  This window 
unit will not leak and has an optional camouflage  ( green or 
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brown ) screen that will fit on the inside or the outside of the 
DBST-HDST2 window; 
Our Newest Design – the DBST-IM1 VERTICAL Unit – an 
extruded aluminum frame window which is an inside the blind 
mounted “ vertical slider” style ( up & down); This DBST-
IM1 window is a single ( one ) pane window , and when in 
the “open position” gives you access to the entire opening;  
These vertical sliding extruded aluminum deer blind  and 
stand  windows are constructed to your size specifications  ( 
custom sizes available ) and are available in a wide range of 
applications up to 48” .

OTHER WINDOW OPTIONS 
please email Info@HuntSports.com for pricing with your 
order.

DBST-BSW-SS – this is a swing screen made similar to the 
swing sash window unit.

TINTED GLASS - You do have the option of tinted glass in 
your windows.

Please take the time and check out our website www.
HuntSports.com and you can review the products pages 
in detail. Here are some prices below for some standard 
size deer blind and tower stand windows; Shipping and 
handling charges , as well as freight / UPS Charges are NOT 
INCLUDED. 

DBST-HDST2IM ( slider style ) INSIDE MOUNT / Clear Glass / Per Each
24” x 10” / $ 57.35
30” x 10” / $ 63.94
36” x 10” / $ 70.53
42” x 10” / $ 77.12
48” x 10” / $ 83.69 

Camouflage Screens (Green or Brown)  
24” x 10” / $ 11.90 
30” x 10” / $ 12.47
36” x 10” / $ 14.74
42” x 10” / $ 16.91
48” x 10” / $ 17.58 
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DBST-BSW ( basic style ) Swing Sash Designs with Clear Glass 
24” x 10” / $ 21.92 (includes hardware) 
30” x 10” / $ 24.92 (includes hardware)
36” x 10” / $ 26.92 (includes hardware)
42” x 10” / $ 33.22 (includes hardware)
48” x 10” / $ 40.32 (includes hardware)

DBST-BSS (  Swing Screens )  ( Camo Green or Brown ) 
24” x 10” / $ 19.57
30” x 10” / $ 21.79
36” x 10” / $ 25.91
42” x 10” / $ 29.23
48” x 10” / $ 41.45 

DBST-IM1 VERTICAL Unit - (tempered clear glass in bottom sash) 
10” x 60” / $ 101.89 

Video Window 
30” x 30” / $ 107.28

Camo Screen Material 
(Green or Brown) 
5’ x 50’ rolls   / $ 197.69 
5’ x 100’ rolls / $ 421.48
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